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Abstract. Precluding death percentage from road accidents has always been challenging task for technologists
and scientists of this earth. As per the recent reports of world health organization approximately 1.5 million
people including children and women are getting sudden and sad demise from road accidents. Approximately
25% of these deaths are because of non-availability of in-time medical aid and the existing automobile automatic
communication technology is feeling helplessness. Although, the existing technologies of this earth and their
integrations can help to the persons who are trapped in accidents and getting sudden demise. It is the social
responsibility of scientists and researchers to work in the direction of developing easily accessible technologies
which can provide immediate help on urgent basis to the persons struggling for life on the place of accident. This
research work uses secure cloud (SeC) based online cameras called virtual eyes and internet of things (IoT) for
developing a ﬂawless and intelligent road trafﬁc accident death prevention system called Intelligent Road
Transportation Management and Control System (IRTMCS). The proposed IRTMCS is reliable, economically
feasible and innocuous. The implementation and installation of the proposed system in existing vehicles can
save the life of millions of people every year. In this research paper, the author has presented an innovative
SeCBVE (Secure Cloud Based Virtual Eye) based IRTMCS (Intelligent Road Transportation Management and
Control System) for preventing the deaths of individuals including women and children in road accidents. The
implementation of the proposed approach brings us to a juncture where death percentage of persons in road
accidents is decreased by 25% and approximately the life of approximately 400,000 (Four Hundred Thousand)
persons including women and children can be saved every year by using the proposed system. The proposed
approach uses secure cloud (SeC) based online cameras called virtual eye and internet of things (IoT) for
implementing an unblemished and smart road trafﬁc accident death prevention system. The proposed SeCBVE
based IRTMCS is capable to help the investigators in ﬁnding the cause of accident and it will help the judicial
system in tracing the culprit on the basis of stored video images. It can be concluded from the results and
discussions sections that the proposed SeCBVE based IRTMCS gives promising performance in terms of
efﬁciency, consistency and fault tolerance and it includes all the necessary features which are required for
accountable, reliable and ﬂawless road trafﬁc accident death prevention systems (RTADPS). The implementation and installation of the proposed system in existing vehicles can save the life of millions of people every
year.
Keywords. Accident death prevention; human machine communication technology; secure cloud based
virtual eye; smart vehicles; wireless technologies.

1. Introduction
The world is fast transforming scientiﬁcally, and by now
this earth has achieved a lot in scientiﬁc and technology
advancements in the area of catastrophe, supervision, data
assembly and storage of different types of affair managements [1, 2]. Conversely, the world is facing several
calamities where millions of valuable human lives are lost
in accidents. The towering rise in measured trafﬁc compactness, road accidents and disasters faced in modiﬁable
constructive management of travel control in metropolitan

and rural areas have worried us to build up an elegant
solution in these situations [3, 4]. To prevent deaths in road
accidents the author has proposed Intelligent Road Transportation Management and Control System (IRTMCS)
which uses secure cloud (SeC) based online cameras called
virtual eyes and internet of things (IoT) for developing a
ﬂawless and intelligent road trafﬁc accident death prevention system [5].
In these days the ﬁnancial system of almost every
country is growing at a fabulous speed. The citizens in
every division of world are having their own
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Whenever an accident occurs, in most of the cases,
people expire due to lack of aid or support on time because
neither the concerned authorities nor the victim’s family
members can have the knowledge of the place and the level
of emergency in terms of vehicles caught up/scratched,
level of injury/causalities of the persons seating in the
vehicle, etc. In order to prevent such catastrophe situations,
the proposed vehicular IRTMCS can be installed on the
dash board of each vehicle.
At present, there has been a notable research improvement in this direction. The proposed SeCBVE has the ability
to store location, driving video, front end, rear end, left
side, right side and angular collisions both prior to and after
the mishap. In the case of an accident, the proposed
SeCBVE stores the position of catastrophe as an essential
piece of information for the concerned authorities.
The proposed IRTMCS is the sphere of ultramodern
transportation systems which can use the sophisticated
techniques of impending technologies such as superior
wireless antenna networks, distributed system architectures,
and SeCBVE, which directs and detects several types of
automobiles on roads and rail networks for humanizing the
safety of passengers. In this research paper the author has
presented an IRTMCS which can play an exceptionally
decisive role in preventing, avoiding, monitoring and controlling accidents that are occurring on a daily basis.
The proposed IRTMCS is compatible with upcoming
technologies which can integrate the transportation system
with virtual and sophisticated wireless technologies and
human machine communication technologies. In this
research work the author has investigated and explored
innovative potential to enhance the agenda of death prevention in road accidents.

Figure 1. Current vehicle transportation structure and accidents
scenario in developing/developed countries.

2. Theoretical foundations and literature review
motorcycles, cars and other vehicles for journey. It is
said about the cars that someone might purchase it for
status emblem while others buy it for necessity [6]. We
can often see the increasing overﬂow of cars in every
street. On the other side, there are growing numbers of
catastrophic vehicle accidents which have become a
common phenomenon [7]. Figure 1(a) shows a trafﬁc
scenario of current transportation system. According to
recent reports, ﬁgure 1(a) represents the numbers of
accidents that have taken place in cost-effectively
unstable countries is presented. Due to the ever-increasing number of accidents, there have been many cases of
vehicles accident debates or road fume cases after the
occurrence of accidents. Sometimes, these accidents and
road fumes take very terrible shape and its consequences
can be the death of a person. In ﬁgure 1(b) the car
accidents statistics of many urbanized and developing
countries is presented [8–10].

The vehicles can be classiﬁed into different categories like
two wheeler vehicles (cycle, motorcycle), three wheeler
vehicles (rickshaw, Auto Rickshaw, three wheeler cycle for
differently able persons, three wheeler motorcycle), four
wheeler vehicles (Bus, Minibus, Car, Jeep, mini-truck,
truck), and more than four wheeler vehicles (heavy duty
truck). If an accident occurs on a road then either one of
these vehicles will be unbalanced because of certain
unknown reasons or two and more of these types of vehicles will collide with each other or one of these vehicles
will collide with another steady/moving object [11, 12].
If a vehicle meets an accident then either sudden exponential change in noise density will arise or unexpected
change in angular position of vehicle will happen or hasty
increase in collective momentum will occur or two and/or
more combinations of these three situations together will
occur. If any of these situations take place then the proposed cloud computing based technique called IRTMCS of
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next section can be used for providing instant information
to the concerned authorities including medical help and
therefore the death toll of accidents can be minimized.
The cloud based computations scheme is internetworking
based computation environment where platform, infrastructure and application software products are accessible
and the end users can access them as the consumers. Till
date several researchers, industry experts and academicians
have tried to deﬁne the term cloud computing and its
characteristics e.g., the researchers Khodadadi [4] and
Bhabya et al [13] deﬁned it as ‘‘Cloud is a parallel and
distributed computing system which consists of a collection
of inter-connected virtualized computers and these computers are dynamically provisioned as one or more uniﬁed
computing resources established through negotiation
between the service provider and consumers’’.
Van Bon et al [14] have established that a cloud is a
gigantic gathering of effortlessly functional and reachable
virtualized resources that is passionately reconﬁgured to
ﬁne-tune with a changeable load and it optimizes source
consumption. The collections of resources in cloud environment are shared as per pay-and-use approach. Here,
guarantees are offered by infrastructure provider as per the
pre-deﬁned service agreements. The researcher Miller [15]
claimed that clouds are hardware reliant services which
offer computation, network and storage capacity with
exceedingly expandable communications ability.
A report from University of California, Berkeley reveals
that the key distinctiveness of cloud computing are
boundless computing resources, up-front commitment
abolition and pay for each use [16]. Similarly, the scientist
Alger [17] afﬁrmed that cloud is more regularly used to
refer as the information technology infrastructure deployed
on an IaaS data hub. The cloud computing is now widely
used in many industries and it has diversiﬁed applications
e.g., secretarial applications, consumer liaison supervision,
communications and partnership, emails and shared calendars, etc. The cloud computing has many rewards like 24/7
support, pay for each use, scalability, virtualized and
bouncing atmosphere [18–20].

3. Proposed Intelligent Road Transportation
Management and Control System (IRTMCS)
In each and every part of this world an accident is occurring
in every hour. Some of these accidents are catastrophic
which frequently kill many people on roads and highways.
So, a new scheme is proposed in this research work which
is very economical, advantageous and efﬁcient. The author
has proposed a SeCBVE based IRTMCS which can be used
in different dimensions and paradigms of transportation for
preventing the deaths of persons in road accidents. Further,
the proposed technique can have innumerable applications
like detecting road accidents, preventing casualties in road
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accidents, computing the number of road accidents, and
broadcasting road accident related information to the phone
numbers of concerned authorities including nearest police
station, nearest hospital, relatives of driver, and vehicle
owner.
The SeCBVE based IRTMCS contains an emergency
section button for sharing the sequence of urgent information and videos to the concerned patrons via an ad- hocnetwork and web server in the case of disaster occurrence.
In the emergency section a Wi-Fi module and a Bluetooth
module connected to their respective interfaces and two
processors are used. In special case of emergency if one of
the processor stop working then the next processor will
perform the tasks of ﬁrst processor and hence information
transmission tasks will be continued in all situations. The
preceding ingredient of SeCBVE based IRTMCS is data
collector section which consists of different modules for
acquiring and transmitting data/information like camera
modules for back and frontage, LCD module, GPS Module,
pressure sensor for accident/catastrophe detection, temperature sensor for shielding the data which could be damaged
from disproportionate hotness, closeness sensor for vehicular lane change detection, and speed sensor for measuring
the speed of the vehicle.
The emergency section will already have information
like vehicle owner’s phone number, driver’s close relatives
phone numbers, vehicle owner’s close relatives phone
numbers, ambulance common phone number (which is
‘‘108’’ in India) and nearest police station phone number
(which is ‘‘100’’ in India) in its database. Within the fraction of seconds of occurrence of accident the driver of the
vehicle will press the button of emergency box and
immediately the voice calls based information and videos
of last few minutes (one to two) will be transmitted to all
the concerned authorities and persons including police
station and ambulance phone numbers.
Usually, if a person dials phone number ‘‘100’’ or ‘‘108’’
then the call is received at the district headquarter and then
the corresponding information about the event is conveyed
to the nearest police station of the venue but in the proposed
approach the GPS system will automatically search the
location of accident, and location of nearest police station
for sending videos and recorded information. Here, two
processors are used for executing data dispensation duty.
The ﬁrst one is the key processor and the subsequent one is
the additional processor. The key processor with the help of
additional processor will immediately share the data (video,
audio, information regarding the location of incident using
GPS) with the smart phone numbers of vehicle owner,
driver’s close relatives (two to three relatives), ambulance,
and nearest police station using ad-hoc network or webbased Wi-Fi server.
If the key/primary processor fails in emergency cases
then the additional processor will trigger the circuit to
perform the tasks of primary processor. If the key processor
does not fail then the secondary processor will assist the
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1. The installed cameras of vehicle record the front,
rear, left, right and inside videos continuously if
once the vehicle’s engine is in start state;
2. The emergency button physically present in the
vehicle is pressed by driver / person if once the
accident occurs;
3. if (Emergency Button Pressed)
{
Use GPS system and Internet of Things (IoT) of
proposed IRTMCS for searching the exact location
of accident place, phone numbers of nearby police
station and hospitals;
Search the phone numbers of vehicle owner,
driver’s close relatives (two to three relatives) from
the important phone numbers database;
if (key processor is working)
{
Use key and additional processors to make
automatic phone calls to concerned authorities and
persons in a sequence & convey the message about
accident to each one through recorded voice call of
10 seconds;
Automatically send videos to concerned
persons/authorities one after another using key
processor and additional processors;
} // end of inner if condition
else
{
Use supplementary processor to make automatic
phone calls to concerned authorities and persons in
a sequence & convey the message about accident
to each one through recorded voice call of 10
seconds;
Use supplementary processor and send videos to
concerned persons / authorities in a sequence;
} // end of inner else condition
} // end of outer if condition
4. else
{
Continue video recording and storing in video
footage database;
} // end of outer else condition
end.

Figure 2. Algorithm for sending videos to the concerned
persons/authorities in the case of vehicle’s accident.

key processor in expediting the sending tasks of audio and
video information to the corresponding persons and
authorities. The algorithm for the proposed SeCBVE based
IRTMCS is presented in ﬁgure 2.
Figure 3 depicts full communication details of SeCBVE
based IRTMCS. Here, it is very clear that the voice signals
and video images are continuously taken and stored in
video database using front, rear, inner and side cameras
immediately after the start of vehicle’s engine for recording
the pre and post-accident data. Immediately after pressing
the emergency button the collected voice signals and video
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images are processed using key processor and supplementary processor. Further, the voice signals and video images
are consecutively sent to the concerned persons/authorities
using algorithm of ﬁgure 2. In the case of accident, the
video recorded using the collectors and the information
about the location speciﬁed by the GPS module are transferred to the concerned persons/authorities using a Wi-Fibased server as per the description of algorithm proposed in
ﬁgure 2. Therefore, the concerned authorities can have a
glimpse at the evidence videos received and further they
could take immediate corrective measures to save the life of
persons who are struggling for life at the place of accident.
In functionality, the main purpose behind the design of
such an emergency section button in SeCBVE based
IRTMCS is to immediately share the accident videos with
several responsible agencies and persons by excluding the
involvement of a third party electronic devices. In addition
to sharing the information amongst various agencies/authorities, the proposed approach shares the collision videos
of front, rear and angular sides via Wi-Fi network and web
servers which can help the concerned authorities to know
the exact situation of accident place that is far in remote
area.

4. Results and discussions
The cloud computing systems put forward bounty of scalable and ﬂexible rewards to its consumers. The end users
can operate from any remote location at all time in a safe
manner. With the rising ﬁgure of web-enabled devices
which are being used in these days (e.g., laptops, smart
phones, tablets, etc.) have eased in accessing the information and data of any person. Therefore, in order to guarantee data conﬁdentiality the counter approach of CCMP is
being used in the proposed SeCBVE based IRTMCS for
completing encoding of data and videos before transferring
them to concerned persons/authorities. In the case of cloud
services where end user to server and vice versa network
communication is essential, the encoding key ‘K’ remains
the same for whole session.
The objective of this research work is not only to provide
immediate medical aid to the persons injured in accident
but also to trace the cause of accident and help the concerned authorities in ﬁnding the culprit. Usually, it becomes
very difﬁcult to trace the mistakes of person/vehicle
because of whom the accident happened and therefore
instead of sending the injured persons to the hospitals on
urgent basis the people of vehicles start quarrelling, blaming and ﬁghting with each other immediately after the
occurrence of accident.
If a vehicle meets an accident by hitting another moving
or steady object (living or nonliving) then following situations may occur:
S1: The vehicle has hit one or multiple steady objects.
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Figure 3. The Proposed SeCBVE based communication between the components of IRTMCS instantly after occurrence of accident.

S2: The vehicle has hit one or more moving objects
which are also moving either in the same direction or in the
opposite direction of vehicle.
In both situations (S1 and S2) the combined linear and
angular momentums will help in deciding the seriousness
level of accident and the transmitted videos will help to the
concerned investigation authorities in ﬁnding the cause and
wrongdoer in the case of accidents occurrences. The linear
and angular momentum of vehicles and other objects which
are involved in accident can be represented by following
equations:
Linear momentum of vehicle ¼ Mi  Vi

ð1Þ

where Mi is the mass and Vi is the velocity of ith vehicle.
Angular momentum of vehicle ¼ Ji  Wi

ð2Þ

where Ji is moment of inertia and Wi is angular velocity of
ith vehicle.
In many situations it is not possible to decide the
offender vehicle on the basis of momentum/angular
momentum/videos and therefore in those circumstances the
concerned authorities can use the videos and vehicle’s
momentum (angular and linear) together to conclude about
the offending person/vehicle. Hence, the proposed system
is helpful in making decisions while detecting and deciding
offender vehicle/person and therefore the law enforcement
agencies of the country can accordingly punish the offender
as per the rules of country.

4.1 Hardware implementation and system set-up
The hardware and software components used for designing
of SeCBVE based IRTMCS are: infrared sensors, global
positioning system (GPS), Global Systems for Mobile
(GSM) communication, Google reverse geo-location API,
Google docs API with cloud service integration, ﬁve
cameras (for recording videos from front, rear, left, right
and inner side of vehicle), LCD display, and LPC2148
development board (for fast data transfer). The interconnections of these components provide communication
between emergency boxes and other concerned authorities/
persons whose information is stored in the cloud database.
Therefore, the proposed system is easily transmitting voice
signals and video images to the concerned authorities. The
structure of each component and interconnected architecture of the proposed SeCBVE based IRTMCS is presented
in ﬁgure 4.
The inputs given to and the output obtained from each
component of the proposed SeCBVE based IRTMCS can be
represented by a mathematical system which speciﬁes following possessions:
(i) The inputs given to and outputs obtained from each
state of IRTMCS processing.
(ii) The numeral of distinct state/stages encountered
from starting to the closing stages of processing.
(iii) The interlinks between inputs, outputs and privilege
phases.
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Figure 4. Integration of components and hardware implementation of proposed SeCBVE based IRTMCS approach.

(iv) The ﬂow and data handling of different processing
states of IRTMCS.

Q
Tf

4.2 Arrangement of IRTMCS components
The arrangement of different components of SeCBVE
based IRTMCS can be represented by Eq.(3).
n X
o
IRTMCS ¼ S;
; Q; Tf ; Of ; Is
ð3Þ
The cryptograms of Eq. (3) are deﬁned as follows:
S
P

ﬁnite non unﬁlled set of states
ﬁnite non-empty set of inputs given to any component
of IRTMCS

Of
Is

ﬁnite non-empty set of outputs obtained from any
component of IRTMCS
state transition function which brings IRTMCS to the
subsequent state. The subsequent state is dependent
on preceding state
The output function which depends on the state and
input elements
the initial/starting sate. The IRTMCS will initiate
from this state and it is a subset of ‘S’ i.e., Is [ S

Now, each state is initially considered as a single processing unit where the authentic processing on the input
data is carried out. The output is obtained from each state in
terms of recorded voice signals, videos and other images
after the completion of processing tasks. The outputs may
or may not have some noise disturbances.
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4.3 Integration of IRTMCS components
The comprehensive mathematical analysis of all the components of IRTMCS presented in ﬁgure 4 is described as
follows:
4.3a Set of States (‘S’) Every state of SeCBVE based
IRTMCS can be accepted as a distinct unit of processing
where the inputs and outputs are evidently identiﬁed. The
processing approved at every state can be denoted by a
method which accepts inputs and
P returns outputs.
4.3b
The
input
/
output
sets
(‘
’/‘Q’) The input alphabet
P
set
is the union of all those elements which are speciﬁed
as input to SeCBVE based IRTMCS
at different states.
P
Therefore, it can be said that
= {x | x is an alphabet
considered as input using a state of SeCBVE based
IRTMCS}
P
The elements of
are video images and voice frequencies
in
the
form
of
matrices of orderi  j  k P
i.e.
P
j  k}. If B [ ,
= {x | xi9j9k is a matrix of order i  P
then B19191 is the simplest ingredient of , and it is a real
number. P
If B [ , then [B] = bl,m,n = b(l, m, n) V l, m, n [ {Z?0}. At this juncture, bl,m,n is a constituent of matrix B which
belongs to the lth row, mth column, nth layer. Further, for
element ‘b’ following condition is necessarily true:
b 2 Zþ i:e: bl;m;n [ 0:
The output alphabet set ‘Q’ is the union of all individual
elements which are received as output after using different
states of SeCBVE based IRTMCS. Here, it should be noted
that the inputs
and outputs might consist of several eleP
ments of P
and ‘Q’.
If ‘B’ [
, then the elements of matrix ‘B’ will be
represented by bi9j9k whereas R = {x | xi9j9k is a three
dimensional matrix} and matrix ‘B’ will be represented by
symbol [B]. Hence, the matrix ‘B’ can be described as:
[B] = bi9j9k V i, j, k [ {Z?-0} where i, j, k are being
used for row, column, and plane correspondingly.
The easiest element of Q will be B19191 and it is a single
element of {Z?-0}.
4.3c The state transition function (Tf) The state transition
function of IRTMCS presented in ﬁgure 4 governs the ﬂow
control from one state to another state. It also ﬁnds the input
required ﬂow from one state to next state and the output
originated while changeover is taking place. The state
transition function ‘Tf’ can be represented by Eq. (4) as
follows:
Tf :
P*


X

S ! S

ð4Þ

is the set of all video images
In Eq. (4),
P and voice
signal strings produced by the essentials of .
4.3d The output function (‘Of’) This function displays the
output obtained at each state. The output function ‘Of’
deﬁned and represented by Eq. (5) as follows:

Of :


X

88

S ! Q

ð5Þ

In Eq. (5), Q* is the set of all video images and voice
signal strings obtained by the elements of ‘Q’.
The processing tasks carried out by SeCBVE based
proposed system are alienated into different algorithms
where each of these algorithms can be described by the
states of IRTMCS. The authentic values of every tuple for
the above mentioned equations (Eqs. (3) to (5)) can be
described by Eq.(6) as follows:
S ¼ fs0 ; s1 ; s2 ; s3 ; s4 ; s5 ; s6 ; s7 g
X 

¼ FVimg ; REVimg ; LEVimg ; RIVimg ; INVimg ; VOIsig
Q ¼ fFVimg ; REVimg ; LEVimg ; RIVimg ; INVimg ; VOIsig g
Tf : S ! S and Of : S ! Q
ð6Þ
In Eq. (6) FVimg is the video images and voice signals
obtained from the front view camera, REVimg is the video
images and voice signals obtained from the rear view
camera, LEVimg is the video images and voice signals
obtained from the left view camera, RIVimg is the video
images and voice signals obtained from the right view
camera, INVimg is the video images and voice signals
obtained from the inner view camera of the vehicle, and
VOIsig is the recorded voice information signals which are
to be transmitted immediately to the concerned authorities/
persons after the occurrence of accident as alert message.
Here, each video image is consisting of two things namely
video images and voice signals where video images are the
collection of two dimensional interconnected moving
images and voice signals are representing one dimensional
digital values obtained by taking the combinations of zeros
and ones.
P
Now, if ‘b’ [ 2 and ‘s’ [ SPthen, Tf (s, b) justiﬁes the
processing completed on ‘b’ [ 2, at state s [ S. Here, ‘s’
is representing an algorithm. Basically,
P Tf maps an algorithm and an output in symbol of 2 which needs to be
executed. In the similar way, the output function ‘Q’
combines an input and an algorithm to obtain an output. In
this way each component of IRTMS is integrated with each
other and ﬁnally videos and voice signals are transmitted to
the concerned persons and authorities.

4.4 Information ﬂow between interlinked
components of proposed IRTMCS
In this proposed research work the piezoelectric sensor is
used for detecting the unusual vibrations during the
occurrence of accident. The accelerometer is used to detect
the acceleration in different axis and the toppling condition
of vehicle during the occurrence of accident. In the proposed SeCBVE based IRTMCS it is considered that the ﬁve
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Figure 5. Flow of signals and video information between connected components and concerned authorities of proposed IRTMCS.

cameras (front view, rear view, left view, right view, and
inner view) of system start recording video images and
voice signals immediately after starting the engine of
vehicle and these recorded voice signals and video images
are being stored in secondary memory of proposed system.
The ﬁve cameras are used to record videos images and
voice signals before and during the occurrence of accident.

The collective outputs of piezo sensor, cameras and
accelerometer are given as input to the microcontroller
available on the board. The global positioning system
(GPS) available in the device calculates the longitude and
latitude values for the vehicle. The global system for
mobile communication (GSM) module present in the proposed system is being used for sending messages to the
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concerned persons and authorities including nearby hospitals, police stations, and other important persons related to
the accident. The Nimbits software is to be installed in the
proposed SeCBVE based IRTMCS for real time access of
cloud data.
The sensors are used to detect the stimuli and microprocessor evaluates the response from sensors to perform
action such as initiating message/data transfer. The external
interface to the Internet, wiﬁ module and SMS service is
also provided by the device. The GPS technology is
employed to gather the information of the speed and the
location (latitude and longitude) of the vehicle.
The GSM module is used to send messages to the vehicle
owner/third party when required. The accelerometer is used
to record the acceleration of the vehicle in various planes.
This is indicative of abnormal driving. The Raspberry pi?
board is used for interfacing the device with the cloud. The
board is connected to the Internet through a Wi-Fi receiver
module. The Google API software is used for data logging
on the cloud server. Immediately after pressing the emergency button the SeCBVE based IRTMCS interlinked
components start functioning and ﬁnally the video images
and voice signals are transmitted to concerned authorities
including nearest police station, ambulance control centre,
relatives of accidental vehicle’s driver, and nearest hospital.
The information and video / voice ﬂow of proposed
SeCBVE based IRTMCS is diagrammatically explained in
ﬁgure 5.
The interpretation of ﬁgure 5 reveals that if the concerned authority does not receive the phone then the proposed approach retries to contact the authority and if the
concerned authority receives the phone call then the proposed system display ﬁfteen minutes recorded message
about the venue and occurrence of accident before sending
the recorded video images and voice signals of accident
place of approximately sixty seconds. The proposed
SeCBVE based IRTMCS uses Information as a Service
(IaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) features of cloud
computing for detecting accidents and forwarding information alerts to the concerned persons / authorities in the
real time environment. The internet is providing interface
between the vehicle and cloud. The short message service
(SMS) is providing interface between user and cloud.

4.5 Security analysis of proposed SeCBVE based
IRTMCS
There are serious concerns about protecting connected
vehicles from hacking and cyber terrorism. Recently, Chinese students hacked an electronic car of Tesla and opened
its front and rear side doors while the car was running on
the road. Further, United States researchers have demonstrated and conﬁrmed a cyber attack on Ford and Toyota
Prius vehicles which affected steering and brake system.
But, these incidents were conducted in test environments.
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Till date no such types of attacks have been reported on
roads in real world. The GSMA has developed IoT security
guidelines to guarantee the best practice for secure connection based management of IoT devices on any mobile
transportation network. An integrated and robust approach
to ensure security in reliable environment has been proposed by the author in this research work of secure cloud
based smart transportation system.
A ﬁnest vehicle may consist of more than seventy ﬁve
electronics control units (ECUs) which are uniﬁed through
the network data and control buses. It is general thought
that ECUs are hack-able by putting signiﬁcant effort in
generating reverse engineering and carjacking processes. In
fact the researchers have been demonstrating in the
research labs that attacks could be much more effortlessly
crafted tenuously via Bluetooth, Cellular radio or through a
malicious smart phone applications [21, 22]. Although, the
physical access cannot be granted in these attacks. In order
to hack a vehicle the attackers need to have high-level
knowledge of vehicle’s network architecture. Here, a convincing concern is that a complicated adversary can breach
into the vehicular ad-hoc communication network and may
inject false information to an in-vehicle network of
IRTMCS [23]. Its further consequences may be the system
breakdown, shut down of engine, alter the dashboard
information and manipulate the data and video images
which are to be transmitted to the concerned persons and
authorities [21, 22, 24]. Ahead of all, catastrophic incidents
could happen where adversarial parties may be able to drive
the vehicle up to certain extent through remote access.
As far as the consequences of in-vehicle network security
vulnerabilities are concerned, several impacts can be singled out. Mainly these consequences are concerned with
transportation’s security [25], efﬁciency, reliability, and
behavior of persons and driver seating in the vehicle [26].
The hacking of vehicular network may force severe damages to the vehicle and the persons seating in the vehicle.
The safety concerns of vehicular networks have been
acknowledged in several studies (e.g., [27]). Taking control
of vehicle’s engine, brake, steering wheel and throttle
[28, 29], to surpass the driver, compromises the safety of
the embattled driver and his adjacent passengers of the
vehicle. Further, distorting the dashboard and communication system of IRTMCS [28–31] not only compromise
the trafﬁc safety but it also leaves an injured driver and
other persons of the vehicle in a traumatic state.
Ahead of the mentioned concerns, a malicious attacks
and hacking of vehicle communication system may compromise the road users’ privacy. The compromise of invehicle network may enforce monetary losses for road users
and transportation operators. Since, not many studies are
existing to scrutinize attacks’ consequences on road users
and authorities. Therefore, the security attack impacts on
transportation network needs further in-depth investigations
through simulation models and regression analysis based
studies [32, 33].

Driver’s
Behavior

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

C

*
*
*

I

*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

A
Property damage crashes.
Crashes with a harshness level of injuries and fatalities.
Compromise vehicles availability.

Explanation

Sec-PT
Compromise driver’s privacy: track driver’s trajectories.
Sec-PF
Compromise driver’s privacy: ﬁngerprint drivers’ driving pattern.
Sec-PE
Compromise driver’s privacy: eavesdrop passengers’ communication.
Sec-MN
Vehicles become a malicious node in the IRTMCS network.
Relia-D
Originates road users to disbelieve the intelligent vehicle.
Relia-VANET ET Originates road users to disbelieve VANET future implementation.
Oper-TC
Taking control of vehicle and compromise vehicle’s critical components including the
communication system.
Oper-ML
Monetary loss of road users and system operators.
Oper-TT
Increase in travel time and cause delay.
Oper-DS
Disabled and crippled services.
Efﬁc-EC
Sudden increase in
Surrounding vehicles’ energy consumption.
Efﬁc-D
Cause uneasiness to passengers.
Behav-TE
Disturbing experience that can contribute to an impulsive driver’s behavior

Safe-PDO
Safe-IF
Sec-A

Effect on
transportation
network
Item

L
H

M
VL
M
L

VH
H
H
VH
L
M
VH

M
VH
VH

H
M

H
M
M
M

H
H
H
M
M
M
H

VH
M
VH
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Efﬁciency

Operation
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Security
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threat
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attribute that
triggers
consequences*

Table 1. The classiﬁcation of security related risks which may occur in vehicular network of SeBVE based IRTMCS.
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Figure 6. The interaction of IRTMCS components with road
trafﬁc communication systems.

The predictable impacts of a compromised in-vehicle
network are presented listed in table 2. The impacts hacking and malicious attacks on transportation network can be
categorized into seven types namely safety, ﬁne-grained
security, reliability, operation, legal exposure, system efﬁciency, and suspicious behaviors of drivers and persons
seating in the vehicle. Further subdivision of these categories include following things:
(i) Taking control of vehicle and compromise vehicle’s
critical components.
(ii) Financial loss of road users and system operators.
(iii) Increase in travel time and level of tiredness.
(iv) Disabled and crippled services.
The risks associated with each of the adverse impacts of
IRTMCS are categorized as Very High (VH), High (H),
Moderate (M), Low (L), and Very Low (VL) levels. For the
case of operation impact-type, an adversary taking control
of a vehicle will be counted as VH while the impact associated with an increase in travel time will be counted as VL.
The risk impact values of each impact-type are marked in
table 1.
The three distinctive examples of emerging IRTMCS
road safety applications are presented in ﬁgure 6. The ﬁrst
example describes about the pedestrian crossing warning
application available in IRTMCS where the drivers are
informed in the cases of pedestrians crossing the road
(ﬁgure 6(a)). To implement this feature the sensors are to
be deployed on the sidewalks to sense the presence of
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pedestrians and the equivalent sensory actions are collected
at the road side units. These road side units (RSUs) can thus
detect and/or predict the happening of potential accidents
and these RSUs will notify the same to the incoming
vehicle’s IRTMCS.
The 2nd example of ﬁgure 6(b) is being used for
assisting the driver in left turn. In a speciﬁc situation visual
obstruction, two vehicles may approach for an intersection
without seeing each other. The objective of the proposed
IRTMCS is thus to help the driver in making a safer left
turn at the point of intersection. Lastly, the ﬁgure 6(c) is
related to the third application in which an impending
emergency vehicle (e.g., ambulance, ﬁre ﬁghter or police
vehicle) requests the nearby vehicles to provide a clear path
by forming a corridor. In this case, the emergency vehicle
will be able to interact with the nearby road vehicles
through communication system of IRTMCS. Hence, the
emergency response time is minimized. Some other
examples of road safety and security applications include
urgent situation based electronic brake lights advice, indication of stationary vehicles, roadwork related warning,
warnings related to intersection collision avoidance, and
lane change related warnings [49–51].
The trafﬁc management applications represent the succeeding major class of SeCBVE based IRTMCS applications, whose foremost objective is to improve the
management, control and synchronization of trafﬁc ﬂows
for providing various cooperative navigation services to the
users. In order to build and maintain global trafﬁc map
databases these applications depend on the compilation and
analysis of the exchanged SeCBVE based IRTMCS messages. The trafﬁc data are usually collected from road side
sensors and are wirelessly transmitted to distantly located
data centers for the purpose of data analysis and information processing. The collected information includes location-based appropriate information related to drivers,
vehicles, and suspicious road events.
After processing and translating the collected data into
signiﬁcant information, these are delivered to the concerned
drivers and persons through application service providers
which notify them about current and/or future trafﬁc congested jam areas, recommend itineraries, navigate instructions, and notify speed limits.

4.6 Performance analysis and result comparison
of proposed SeCBVE based IRTMCS with existing
systems
The smart vehicles and the linked infrastructure pose signiﬁcant security challenges that must be addressed in order
to encourage the adoption of SeCBVE based IRTMCS
technologies and the allied services. These challenges
include authentication, privacy and localization, reliability,
mobility, low error tolerance, and resolving the conﬂict
interests. The SeCBVE based IRTMCS require to have
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Figure 7. The threats/attacks to SeCBVE based IRTMCS and the corresponding countermeasures.

efﬁcient end-to-end communication between its users and
trustworthy authentication of all participating entities to
promise the genuineness of exchanged messages. This
permits a vehicle to proceed with conﬁdence for a message
received which may dictate the need to prevent masquerading and other types of spooﬁng attacks. In the
speciﬁc cases where attacks take place, the well-built
message authentication and genuineness mechanisms can
act as forensic evidence for the purpose of pursuing legal
actions.
Many vehicular networks and their applications depend
on accurate localization. Hence, it becomes most important
to achieve efﬁcient and reliable authentication of all participating attributes of SeCBVE based IRTMCS to promise
the high level faithfulness of exchanged messages. The
decisive interactions between the components of IRTMCS
based vehicular applications involve highly consistent and
always available real-time communications which has been
provided in the proposed SeCBVE based IRTMCS. The
vehicular networks and their applications are self-organized
where each and every vehicle in the proposed system
interacts with several new entities like other means of
transport on a single path just for a moment. By considering
safety issues and the involvement of human lives it is
necessary that the vehicular networks and the applications
must be able to prevent malicious and other types of attacks

on urgent basis. Because, a post-attack detection may be of
no use if the attack has already resulted the vehicle into an
accidental state and passengers are injured seriously.
The vehicle manufacturers, service providers, law
enforcement agencies and consumers frequently have
incompatible necessities and interests e.g., government’s
trafﬁc control system and some other service providers
including police may need to know the exact location of the
vehicle. But, because of some hidden and unfair interests
the consumers may reject such an approach of knowing the
exact location of vehicle by others. The consumers may
require that the recorded matters of by the cameras of the
vehicle should only accessible by them (not to any other
agency) whereas the investigating authorities would also
want access to the incident recordings of the event. These
differences are resolved by the proposed SeCBVE based
IRTMCS by providing accident related details to vehicle
owners, investigating agencies, nearby police station, and
nearby hospitals.
The researches on intelligent transportation system (ITS)
have attracted a lot of concentration from the research
community in the last few decades. [52–55]. The challenges
of intelligent transportation systems are being considered as
social barrier to the universal adoption of ITS. The ITS
technology was mainly intended to improve road safety,
trafﬁc efﬁciency, and safety of passengers. But, several
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Table 2. Threat categories and the corresponding actions taken by SeCBVE based IRTMCS.
Sl. no.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Threat categories
Natural disaster threats
Accidental disclosure
Conﬁguration error
Electrical disturbances
Electrical interruption
Fire
Hardware failure
Liquid leakage
User/operator error
Software error
Telecommunication interruption
Data alteration
Software alteration
Bomb threat
Employee sabotage
Enemy overrun
Fraud
Consumption of resources
Terrorism
Theft
Unauthorized use
Vandalism

Denial of service

Disclosure

H
3
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
3
H
H
H
H
H

threats can affect the functioning of ITS because of its
dependability on wireless communications and thus it may
lead to accidents. The primary threats / attacks which may
affect the intelligent transportation system with their
counter measures provided in the proposed SeCBVE based
IRTMCS are presented in ﬁgure 7 [56, 57].
From security point of view the different attributes
involved in SeCBVE based IRTMCS are: the drivers, onboard persons, road side unit (RSU), third party entities,
malicious attackers, and videos of accidents. The drivers
are one of the most important elements of IRTMCS. The
driver will have to take decisions in the cases of accidents,
and malicious attacks to ensure the wellbeing of persons
seating in the vehicle. The on-board persons refer to all the
persons seating in the vehicle at the time of malicious
attacks or accidents. The road side units can be further
classiﬁed into two namely normal road side units (NRSUs)
and malicious road side units (MRSUs). The NRSUs will
give the actual and correct information to the IRTMCS
whereas MRSUs may give misleading information to the
IRTMCS. The examples of third party entities are transportation regulatory agencies, nearby hospitals, nearby
police stations and the relatives of the driver to whom the
messages are to be transmitted automatically. The third
party entities can be trusted or semi-trusted, and they are
accountable for managing the whole situation after
receiving the message and videos of accident. The malicious attackers attempt to breach the security of IRTMCS
by using several techniques. These attackers can be categorized into different categories. The threat categories and

3
H
H
3
3
3
3
3
H
H
3
H
H
3
3
H
3
3
H
H
H
H

Manipulation
3
3
H
H
3
3
H
3
H
H
H
H
H
3
H
H
H
3
H
H
H
H

Masquerading
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
H
H
3
H
H
3
3
3
H
3
3
3
H
3

Reply
3
3
3
H
3
3
H
3
3
H
H
H
H
3
3
3
H
3
3
3
H
3

Repudiation
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
H
H
3
H
H
3
3
3
H
3
3
3
H
3

the corresponding corrective actions taken by the proposed
SeCBVE based IRTMCS are presented in table 2.
In the proposed system different components of SeCBVE
based IRTMCS are communicating with each other with
objective to save the life of persons who are struggling to
be hospitalized within in limited period of time. Therefore,
overall communication time computation becomes exceptionally important. Table 3 presents the amount of time (in
seconds) which is taken by each task/phase of the proposed
system in order to complete the communication.
The results of table 3 reveal that the proposed system
completes communication with all concerned authorities
and persons about the accident within ﬁrst ﬁve minutes of
accident occurrence. As per the recent reports of World
Health Organization (WHO) more than 1.5 million (Fifteen
Hundred Thousand) people die every year in road accidents
on this earth and approximately 25% of these people are
dying because of nonavailability of in time medical aid.
Hence, if the concerned authorities and persons take
immediate corrective measures after getting information
from IRTMCS about the accident then the life of maximum
of these 25% persons including women and children who
are dying every year in accidents can be saved [16].
Therefore, it can be ﬁrmly said that the world wide
implementation of the proposed SeCBVE based IRTMCS
can save the life of approximately 400,000 (Four Hundred
Thousand) persons including women and children every
year. Since, every day a large number of new vehicles are
coming to the roads. Therefore, the number of accidents
and the corresponding death of persons will further increase

Processor 2 (Extra processor)

Pressings emergency button

Search the location of accident

Search the nearest police station’s location, ambulance
location and their phone numbers

Search the location of nearest hospital and the
corresponding phone number

Search the phone numbers of driver’s relatives and vehicle
owner

Contact the nearest police station/vehicle owner/driver’s
relatives through recorded voice messages

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Sending recorded accident videos to the concerned
authority/person

Processor 1 (Key processor)

2.

The processor1 and processor2 of proposed IRTMCS is used to transmit the recorded voice signals and videos of
approximately sixty seconds to the concerned authority and persons

The automatic phone caller of proposed IRTMCS is used to contact the concerned authority and persons through recorded
voice phone calls

The database of proposed IRTMCS is used to search phone numbers of vehicle owner, and driver’s relatives

The GPS and Google search application software is used to search the location of nearest hospital and the corresponding
phone number

The GPS of IRTMCS with Google search application software is used to search the nearest police station’s phone number

The GPS of IRTMCS is used to search and display the location of accident instantly after pressing the Emergency Button

A person driving the vehicle or seating in the vehicle can press the Emergency Button. If once the Emergency Button is pressed
then the communication and videos with voice signal transmission system becomes active

The ﬁve video cameras of vehicle capture continuous videos images immediately after the start of vehicle and these videos
with voice signals are stored in memory of IRTMCS
Stores video images and voice signals continuously in the memory, transmits voice calls, voice signals and video images to
concerned authority / person, assigns tasks to Processor 2(Extra Processor) and directs / controls Processor 2
Helps key processor in executing the assigned tasks including storing voice signals and video images in the memory

Properties

Approximately 30
seconds for each
destination

Approximately 30
seconds for each
phone call

Within 1 second
(approximately)

Within 1 second
(approximately)

Within 2 second
(approximately)

Within 2 seconds
(approximately)

Within 5 Seconds
(approximately)

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Time required for
communication
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10.

Video cameras

1.

Component/phase/task name

Table 3. Time taken by each task/component/phase of SeCBVE based IRTMCS for storing and sending voice signals and video images.
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1.Nova genesis model for future internet and IoT [2]
2.Intelligent public transport management system [13]
3.Accident detection and reporting system [58]
4.Intelligent transportation systems for smart cities [59]
5.Accident detection technologies and recovery systems [60]
6.Internet of vehicles for safe driving [61]
7.Trafﬁc accidents analyzer [62]
8.Road accident prevention in vehicular ad-hoc networks[63]
9.Intelligent trafﬁc information system [64]
10.Accident detection and reporting system [65]
11.Cloud based authentic accident detection and management [66]
12.Geo-based mechanism for vehicular networks [67]
13.Accident prevention using VANET [68]
14.Proposed SeCBVE based IRTMCS

Algorithm/technique name
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
H

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

GPS
based
accident
Video
location
cameras
Parallel
available processing searching

Table 4. Performance analysis of proposed system with other existing system.

3
3
H
3
3
3
3
H
3
3
H
3
3
H

GPS
integrated
nearest
police
station
phone
searching
3
3
H
3
3
3
H
H
3
3
H
3
3
H

GPS
integrated
nearest
hospital
phone
searching
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
H

Driver’s
relatives
phone in
database

Available features

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
H

Voice
based
alert and
reminder
call
available

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
H

Video
images and
voice signals
transmission
to nearest
police station

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
H

Video
images and
voice signals
transmission
to relatives
of driver
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in the forthcoming years. Hence, the world wide implementation of the proposed SeCBVE based IRTMCS will
save the life of millions of people every year and it will be
an appropriate tribute to the women and children who lost
their life in last many decades.
The performance comparison of the proposed SeCBVE
based IRTMCS with other existing road trafﬁc accident
death prevention systems (RTADPS) in terms of available
features and distinctiveness is presented in table 4. The
results of table 4 show that the proposed SeCBVE based
IRTMCS gives promising performance and it includes all
the necessary features which are required for an accountable, reliable and ﬂawless RTADPS.
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[2]

[3]

[4]

5. Conclusions
In this research paper, the author has presented an innovative SeCBVE based IRTMCS approach for preventing
the deaths of individuals including women and children in
road accidents. The implementation of the proposed
approach brings us to a juncture where death percentage of
persons in road accidents is decreased by 25% and
approximately the life of approximately 400,000 (Four
Hundred Thousand) persons including women and children
can be saved every year by using the proposed system. The
proposed approach uses secure cloud (SeC) based online
cameras called virtual eye and internet of things (IoT) for
implementing an unblemished and smart road trafﬁc accident death prevention system.
The proposed IRTMCS uses two parallel processors
(master and slave) for speedy transmission of voice alerts,
voice signals and video images of accident to the smart
phones of concerned persons and responsible authorizes
with minimum communication latency. Therefore, if one of
these two processors stops working then the other processor
will perform all the communication tasks like sending voice
calls based information alerts and video images to speciﬁed
phone numbers of nearest police station, nearest hospital,
relatives of the driver and vehicle owner. The proposed
SeCBVE based IRTMCS is capable to help the investigators in ﬁnding the cause of accident and it will help the
judicial system in tracing the culprit on the basis of stored
video images. It can be concluded from results and discussions sections that the proposed SeCBVE based
IRTMCS gives promising performance in terms of efﬁciency, consistency and fault tolerance and it includes all
the necessary features which are required for an accountable, reliable and ﬂawless RTADPS.
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